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EU Youth Cinema: Green Deal  
c/o LET’S CEE Filmfestival  

Contact: streaming@youth-cinema.eu 

Long Day of (Climate)Refuge: Film program and online talk (in 
English) in the frame of the annual UNHCR Long Day of Flight 

 

 
 

EU Youth Cinema: Green Deal, projektXchange | crosstalk and MoRaH Austria cordially 
invite to the streaming program and online talk LONG DAY OF (CLIMATE) REFUGE  

on September 30, 2022 at 10:00 am (CET). Registration Deadline for the online talk: 
September 28, 2022 via www.langertagderflucht.at/veranstaltung/details/?id=220116 

(for Austria) or via   streaming@youth-cinema.eu (for further countries).  
 
The online discussion LONG DAY OF (CLIMATE) REFUGE focuses on climate change as a reason for 
flight. Gosia Juszczak, director of the film STOLEN FISH (Poland, 2020) and Gambian film 
protagonist Abou Sene (TBA) will be available to answer questions from stu dents and participants. 
The main topic of the talk: the causes of the increasingly desperate migration from The Gambia 
amidst the global climate crisis and growing social inequality, as well as the destructive impact of 
Chinese fishmeal factories on the lives of local people. Moderated by Markus Priller 
(projektXchange), Iris Singer (MoRaH Austria) and Magdalena Żelasko (EU Youth Cinema: Green 
Deal). 
 
Note: The film STOLEN FISH (30 min; Polish with German subtitles) can be viewed free of charge 
via streaming platform www.euyc.green after registering at www.youth-cinema.eu.  
All participating classes will also receive free access to the streaming platform with a total of 
around 25 European films and other multimedia teaching aids.  
----------------------------------- 
ABOUT EU YOUTH CINEMA: GREEN DEAL: The EU Youth Cinema: Green Deal project, co-funded by 
the European Union, is a forward-looking idea dedicated to a sustainable Europe and presenting 
the corresponding goals of the European Union in a cinematic context. For the time being, EU 
Youth Cinema: Green Deal will be offered in Austria, Croatia, North Macedonia, Slovenia and 
Romania until the end of April 2024. With a distinct multicultural approach, the program is based 
on a carefully curated film collection of at least 25 European films presented b oth in Cineplexx 
cinemas and via an attractive streaming platform at www.euyc.green. High-quality didactic 
materials, thematically appropriate workshops, lectures and discussions with a number of high -
profile guests round off the unique offering. The entire program consisting of cinema screenings 
and the streaming will be offered to participating school classes with free admission. Registration 
of school classes by teachers is possible at any time (until April 2024) via www.youth-cinema.eu. 
 
ABOUT UNHCR LONG DAY OF FLIGHT: The annual initiative ‘Long Day of Flight’ – implemented in 
September 2012 by UNHCR Austria – offers hundreds of different events for schools and the public 
at large on one day: September 30. Its objective is to raise awareness of refugees' situations and 
establish contact with the local population, focusing especially on youth.  The ‘Long Day of Flight’ 
also aims at enhancing co-operation between participating organisations as well as at creating 
valuable synergies that go beyond this initiative.  Information: Long Day of Flight. 
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